Aerodynamics, sensing and control of insect-scale flapping-wing flight
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There are nearly a million known species of flying insects and 13 000 species of flying warm-blooded vertebrates, including mammals, birds and bats. While in flight, their wings not only move forward relative to the air, they also flap up and down, plunge and sweep, so that both lift and thrust can be generated and balanced, accommodate uncertain surrounding environment, with superior flight stability and dynamics with highly varied speeds and missions. As the size of a flyer is reduced, the wing-to-body mass ratio tends to decrease as well. Furthermore, these flyers use integrated system consisting of wings to generate aerodynamic forces, muscles to move the wings, and sensing and control systems to guide and manoeuvre. In this article, recent advances in insect-scale flapping-wing aerodynamics, flexible wing structures, unsteady flight environment, sensing, stability and control are reviewed with perspective offered. In particular, the special features of the low Reynolds number flyers associated with small sizes, thin and light structures, slow flight...
with comparable wind gust speeds, bioinspired fabrication of wing structures, neuron-based sensing and adaptive control are highlighted.

1. Introduction

There are nearly a million species of flying insects. Of the non-insects, another 13 000 warm-blooded vertebrate species, including mammals, about 9000 birds and 1000 bats, have taken to the skies [1]. In parallel, human-engineered flapping-wing-based micro air vehicles (MAVs) have been actively investigated in the last two decades or so, and can revolutionize our capabilities in areas such as environmental monitoring and surveillance and security. Compared to flapping wings, conventional aeroplanes with fixed wings are relatively simple. The forward motion relative to the air causes the wings to generate lift, with the thrust being produced by the engine. In biological flight, the wings not only move forward relative to the air, they also flap up and down, plunge and sweep [2–5], so that both lift and thrust can be generated and balanced in accordance with the instantaneous flight task. By increasing the wing speed relative to the air while adjusting the effective angle of attack (AoA), natural flyers generate sufficient lift, accommodate uncertain surrounding environment and offer superior flight stability and dynamics with highly varied speeds and missions.

As the size of a flyer is reduced, the wing-to-body mass ratio tends to decrease as well. Figure 1 illustrates such a trend and some of the major implications via the relationship between the Reynolds number and wingbeat frequency. The Reynolds number, defined as \( Re = \frac{U_{\text{ref}} L}{v} \), where \( U_{\text{ref}} \) and \( L \) are the characteristic velocity and length scales, respectively, and \( v \) is the kinematic viscosity of air and is an important dimensionless number in aerodynamics; it provides an indication of the relative magnitudes of the flow inertia and viscous effects [6]. The wings of large birds such as ospreys, kites and eagles account for 20% or more of their body weight. As the size of the flyer is reduced, the Reynolds number and the wing/body mass ratio decrease in general, while the flapping frequency increases.

Those with a higher wing-to-body mass ratio and moment of inertia, such as bats and butterflies, are more manoeuvrable, capable of making abrupt changes of trajectories within a time comparable to that of a flapping cycle. Their larger inertia make the flyers capable of making turns within one or two flapping periods. However, they pay a penalty for this ability because a heavier wing consumes more energy while flapping. With the flapping and body response time scales being comparable, the flyer’s flight dynamics and control need to be closely linked to the instantaneous aerodynamics, because the time history of the flapping-wing aerodynamics directly affects a flyer’s performance characteristics.

Many small flyers with lower wing-to-body mass ratio, such as hummingbirds and insects (with butterflies as a notable exception), tend to have much faster flapping time scales than their bodies’ response time scale. The lift, drag and thrust variations during the flapping cycle tend to be smoothed out over the entire flight flapping cycles. However, this does not mean that the flapping-wing aerodynamics of small flyers can simply be considered as quasi-steady.

In this article, recent advances in flapping-wing aerodynamics, flexible wing structures, unsteady flight environment, sensing, stability and control associated with flapping-wing flight, focusing on insect-scale issues, are reviewed with perspective offered.

2. Key scaling parameters of flapping wing aerodynamics

Scaling laws are useful to reduce the number of parameters, to clearly identify characteristic properties of the system under consideration and to indicate which combination of parameters becomes important under a given condition [7–9]. In flapping-wing flight, three-dimensionless parameters (table 1) are often used to relate the fluid dynamics and wing kinematics to
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Figure 1. Characteristics of biological flapping flight based on the Reynolds number, flapping frequency and wing/body mass ratio.

Figure 2. Numerical results of LEV structures at different Reynolds numbers. Adapted from [10]. (a) Hawkmoth, \( \text{Re} = 6000 \), (b) fruit fly, \( \text{Re} = 120 \) and (c) thrips, \( \text{Re} = 10 \).

Table 1. Dimensionless parameters in a flapping-wing system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimensionless Parameter</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reynolds number</td>
<td>( \text{Re} )</td>
<td>( U_{\text{ref}}/v )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced frequency</td>
<td>( k )</td>
<td>( fL/U_{\text{ref}} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strouhal number</td>
<td>( St )</td>
<td>( 2fR_a/U_{\text{ref}} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the resulting force coefficients. Other dimensionless parameters relevant to the fluid–structure interaction are highlighted in §4c.

Most insects and birds fly in the Reynolds number regime between \( \text{O}(10^4) \) and \( \text{O}(10^6) \). At these low Reynolds numbers, both viscous and inertia effects are important and the flow is characterized by unsteady large vortical flow structures. The structure and stability of large coherent vortices, forming a well-identified lower pressure core to help enhance lift, are highly influenced by the Reynolds number [10,11]. At the hawkmoth scale of \( \text{Re} = 6000 \), the leading-edge
vortex (LEV), the large vortical structure near the leading-edge of the wing, is intense, conical with significant spanwise flow at the core, and breaks down at 75% of the span (figure 2a). At Re = 120, relevant for fruit flies, the LEV is connected to the wing tip vortex (TiV) and the spanwise flow is weaker (figure 2b). At the thrips scale of Re = 10, the LEV is cylindrical and uniform along the wing span (figure 2c).

The reduced frequency $k$ is a measure of unsteadiness that compares the spatial wavelength of the flow disturbance to the chord [12]; it gives the ratio between the fluid convection time scale, $L/U_{ref}$, and the motion time scale, $1/f$, where $f$ is the flapping frequency. In forward flight, the reduced frequency and the wingbeat amplitude tend to be low, between 0.1 and 0.3 [1].

The Strouhal number indicates the ratio between the reference velocity and flapping speed based on the peak-to-peak amplitude. It characterizes the dynamics of the wake and shedding behaviour of vortices of a flapping wing in forward flight [12,13]. For a family of two-dimensional wakes of oscillating foils in water [14], the Strouhal number range between 0.25 < $St$ < 0.35 was found to be efficient [13,15,16]. Moreover, insects, birds and bats flap their wings in a similar range 0.2 < $St$ < 0.4 in forward flight [17]. The Strouhal number is also associated with the optimal vortex formation in biological propulsion [18].

3. Rigid flapping-wing aerodynamics

(a) Unsteady lift enhancement mechanisms

Natural flyers use flapping mechanisms to generate lift and thrust. These mechanisms are related to formation and shedding of the vortices into the flow, varied wing shape and structural flexibility [1].

The earliest unsteady lift generation mechanism to explain how insects fly, found by Weis-Fogh [19], was the clap-and-fling motion of a chalcid wasp, Encarsia formosa. The relative benefit of clap-and-fling lift enhancement strongly depended on stroke kinematics and could potentially increase the performance by reducing the power requirements [20,21]. The clap-and-fling mechanism is beneficial in producing a mean lift coefficient to keep a low weight flyer aloft. Numerous natural flyers, such as hawkmoths, butterflies, fruit flies, wasps and thrips enhance their aerodynamic force production with the clap-and-fling mechanism [19,22–25].

At the end of each stroke, flapping wings often experience rapid pitching rotation, which can enhance the aerodynamic force generation [26]. The phase difference between the translation and the rotation can be used as a lift controlling parameter. Similar to the Magnus effect, if the wing flips before a stroke ends, then the wing undergoes rapid pitch-up rotation in the favourable translational direction enhancing the lift. This is called the advanced rotation. On the other hand, in delayed rotations, if a wing rotates back after the stroke reversal, then when the wing starts to accelerate, it pitches down resulting in reduced lift [26]. The lift peak at the stroke ends was shown to be proportional to the angular velocity of the wing using the quasi-steady theory [27].

The wake capture mechanism is often observed during a wing–wake interaction. When the wings reverse their translational direction, the wings meet the wake created during the previous stroke, by which the effective flow velocity increases and additional aerodynamic force peak is generated [1,26,28–32]. The effectiveness of the wake capture mechanism is also a function of wing kinematics and flow structures around the flapping wings.

The delayed stall of LEV can significantly promote lift associated with a flapping wing [33–35]. The LEV creates a region of lower pressure above the wing and hence it would enhance lift. When a flapping wing travels several chord lengths, the flow separates from the leading and trailing edges, as well as at the wing tip, and forms large organized vortices known as a LEV, a trailing edge vortex, and a TiV (figure 3). In hover, however, depending on the specific kinematics, the TiVs could either promote or make little impact on the aerodynamics of a low aspect ratio flapping wing [32]. As detailed in Shyy et al. [1,36], for Re = O(10^5), corresponding to the small insect flight regime, investigations of the aerodynamic performances associated with various wing geometry and flapping kinematics showed that there is significant variance in the spanwise distribution
Figure 3. Vortical flow structures around a low aspect ratio flapping wing. Spanwise vorticity iso-surfaces are coloured by the vorticity magnitude. Streamlines are coloured with the horizontal velocity magnitude.

of forces for three-dimensional wings. Wing motions with a prominent TiV exhibit significant variations along the span. Furthermore, kinematics with low angles of attack that suppress the TiV generation, appear to have a relatively constant response along the span. According to the classical stationary wing theory [37], a three-dimensional low aspect ratio wing experiences a lower lift than its two-dimensional counterpart due to the downwash associated with TiVs. In unsteady flow around a hovering wing, however, the TiVs can contribute to lift generation rather than just drag generation on the wing [31].

The LEV is common and important to the flapping-wing aerodynamics at the Reynolds number of \( O(10^4) \) or lower, which corresponds to the hummingbird and insect flight regimes. However, the LEV structures and distribution of spanwise flow inside the LEV change with the variation of Reynolds number (wing sizing, flapping frequency, etc.) and with the interactions between LEVs and TiVs and hence influence the aerodynamic force generation, see also §2. The stability of the prolonged attachment of the LEV on the wing is also related to the convection of momentum along the spanwise direction [11]. The LEV as a lift enhancement mechanism for flapping wing at Reynolds number of \( O(10^5–10^6) \) seem less certain because, as pointed out in [38], a dynamic-stall vortex on an oscillating aerofoil is often found to break away and to convect elsewhere as soon as the aerofoil translates. More comprehensive review of the unsteady lift enhancement mechanisms can be found in [1,30,39].

(b) Tandem and corrugated wings

For many insects, four winged with two pairs of fore and hindwings are observed and wing-wing interactions play an important role in aerodynamics and stability. In Lepidoptera, which includes butterflies and moths, the fore and hindwings usually flap in sync. For some moths, the fore and hindwings are even mechanically coupled [40], whereas butterflies can control the wings individually [41]. Butterflies are known to be anteromotoric, driven primarily by forewings [42]. Most studies of Lepidoptera analyse their wings as a whole, instead of analysing fore and hindwings separately and the effects of the wing-wing interaction for butterflies are still not well understood.

Dragonflies also have two pairs of fore and hindwings with relatively high aspect ratio. They can glide, flap and hover while showcasing amazing manoeuvring abilities. Dragonflies are one of the fastest insects with good manoeuvrability [43]. The phase difference between the fore and hindwing motions is known to be one of the keys of dragonflies’ flight characteristics. By optimizing wing-wing interaction, dragonflies can enhance the aerodynamic efficiency [43,44] and improve gust resistance [43]. For example, while cruising, dragonflies’ fore and hindwings are
out of phase to attain better flight efficiencies [45]. The interaction between the fore and hindwings is highly affected by the wake structures produced by both wings [46]; while the wing–vortex interaction can lead to increased lift and thrust [43,47], it can also be detrimental to lift due to downwash [48,49]. The flapping motions are in reduced phase shift to generate large magnitude forces and accelerations during manoeuvres [50–52]. One major deficiency of the literature to date is that the wings are considered to be rigid wings and smooth without accounting for the intrinsic structural flexibility and corrugation [53]. Both structural flexibility and corrugation can substantially affect the nearwing wake structure and resulting aerodynamic forces [1].

Another issue is the connection between the wing phasing and the effective wing aspect ratio. For example, the dragonfly, *Sympetrum sanguineum* [54], has an aspect ratio of 9.54 for its forewing and 6.94 for its hindwing. When the wings operate in close proximity, functioning as one low aspect ratio wing while neglecting the gap between the fore and hindwings, the aspect ratio changes to 4.18, which is less than half of the aspect ratio of the forewing. For out of phase flapping, they operate with two pairs of high aspect ratio wings, which interact with each other to produce a more complex flow phenomenon and harvest additional energy by removing excess swirl from the wake [44,55]. On the other hand, in the case of in phase flapping, when dragonflies execute high energy demand flight manoeuvres or take-off [51], the wings operate in close proximity, which essentially can be considered as one low aspect ratio wing. The flow structures associated with these different flapping modes are highlighted by Fu *et al.* [55].

While conventional aerofoils are smooth and streamlined, insect wings exhibit rough surfaces, e.g. the cross-sectional corrugations of dragonfly wings or scales on the wing surface of butterfly and moth. It is suggested that corrugated wing configuration can help the aerodynamic performance and stability of the wing’s ultralight construction [1,43,56–64]. However, the detailed physical mechanisms accounting for a corrugated wing’s influence on its aerodynamics is still to be further investigated [57]. The conventional view is that vortices fill the profile valleys formed by these bends and therefore smooth the profile geometry [59]; other investigations [43,60,61] suggest that a smooth rigid flat plate may aerodynamically perform better than a corrugated wing.

### (c) Quasi-steady models of flapping-wing aerodynamics

Early analyses in flapping-wing aerodynamics have used actuator disc models from helicopter theories to estimate lift on insect wings [65] based on the parallels that exist between flapping wing and rotary wing flight. Both use a self-generated wing motion to create lift. Both tilt the stroke/rotational planes forward in order to generate propulsive forces. However, the direct application of helicopter theory in flapping-wing aerodynamics ignores the essential feature of flapping as a reciprocating and intermittent lifting and propulsion mechanism, in which the generated forces result from an unsteady momentum flux [66].

To model the lift and drag as a function of time for flapping wings, unsteady linearized theories and quasi-steady models for pitching and plunging aerofoils [67–69] are often applied to insect flapping-wing aerodynamics. Since the associated flow is unsteady, a quasi-steady model based on the nominal position and angles of a wing relative to undisturbed freestream does not capture the main physics properly. An adjusted quasi-steady model by correcting the surrounding flow parameters including the effective AoA and associated flow structures such as jet flows, can perform much better. By assuming that the instantaneous aerodynamic forces depend on the instantaneous velocity and acceleration of the wing motion, these quasi-steady models provide a closed form formulation for the delayed stall, rotational circulation and added mass [26,27,70,71] including passively rotating wings [72] and chordwise flexible aerofoils [73].

A quasi-steady model can be valuable if a proper account can be given to address the effects of wing kinematics on the delayed stall and other unsteady mechanisms [26]. Such an approach often under-represent, for example, the influence from the nonlinear wing–wake interaction relevant in certain cases [26,74]. A fundamental limitation of these simplified models is the lack of information of the key physical parameters, such as the lift coefficient as a function of AoA while...
the wing undergoes unsteady motions [26] and aerodynamic [75] or aeroelastic [73] damping coefficients. These coefficients are empirically determined from various experiments [26,27,73,76]. Such a need for empirically fitted coefficients can be partially mitigated by considering an unsteady model that captures the nonlinear effect of the LEV on the lift [77] or a hybrid model of high-fidelity Navier–Stokes equation solutions and low-order quasi-steady models [78]. Nevertheless, it is important that a first principle-based framework be established. By fitting the coefficients in the quasi-steady models to the solutions from the high-fidelity Navier–Stokes equations, an efficient yet accurate solution can be obtained even for a complex three-dimensional flapping-wing motion as illustrated in figure 4.

4. Aeroelastic wing dynamics

Birds, bats and insects flex their wings to change the wing shape and area during flight either actively or passively. Since the aerodynamic force depends on the wing area, an increase in the projected area due to wing deformation can lead to a performance enhancement [36]. On the other hand, bat wings are made of a thin membrane supported by the arm and finger bones. Due to the stretchiness, bats wing membranes can deform only marginally, reducing the span by about 20%. When the forward speed exceeds a critical value, the flexible wings can spontaneously start to flap, enhancing the lift due to an attached LEV during the downstroke [79], accompanied by a higher drag. However, over-flexing wings can lead to inefficient aerodynamic performance [1].

Insect wings, much smaller and thinner than bird and bat wings, can substantially deform during flight due to the structural flexibility instead of active manipulation. Their wing properties are anisotropic because of the membrane–vein structures [1]. The wing thickness varies across span and chord. Moreover, the wing motion is three-dimensional with a wing rotation at the wing root. The spanwise bending stiffness is about 1 to 2 orders of magnitude larger than the chordwise bending stiffness in a majority of insect species [80,81]. They exhibit substantial variations in aspect ratios and shapes, but share a common feature of a reinforced leading edge [81]. A dragonfly wing has more local variations in its structural composition and is more corrugated than the wing of a cicada or a wasp. The wing corrugation increases both warping rigidity and flexibility [82]; however, its aerodynamic effects are still not well understood [43]. Furthermore, studies of neuromuscular control indicate that flies can actively modulate stroke deviation by altering the activity of steering muscles [83,84]. While normal hovering with a nearly flat plane strokes are observed [19], most insects often exhibit U-shaped [85,86] or figure of eight motions [26,87]. The complex interplay between the kinematics of the wing, anisotropic wing structures and nonlinear unsteady aerodynamics makes the analysis of flapping-wing flyers extremely challenging, but also intriguing.
Figure 5. Spanwise flexural stiffness of various insect species versus wingspan from [80], overlaid by flexural stiffness of fabricated wings from [95–100]. Adapted from [80].

(a) Flexible wing design

Biological data and physics of scaling provide researchers with preliminary morphological parameters regarding the appropriate wing size, flapping frequency, and flight speed based on the projected size and weight of the vehicles [1,88]. The scaling of wing length follows from the concept of wing loading, the ratio of wing area over weight, which is determined by balancing of weight and lift in steady flight [1,89]. Based on mass and wingspan data from [89,90] covering a wide range of flying animals and machines, Liu suggests that, over a large range of the weight, the wing length of birds and aircraft basically follows the power law \( m \propto R^{1/3} \) [91]. The proposed scaling law is consistent with the wingspan data [92] of flapping-wing insects, hummingbirds and robots at the small end of the spectrum. The best fit line across 25 species and five flight-capable robots is given as \( R \propto m^{0.36} \). Similar physical arguments could be made regarding the flapping frequency. By considering the limit of muscle power, Pennycuick [93] bounds the maximum flapping frequency as \( f_{\text{max}} \propto m^{-1/3} \), whereas Shyy et al. [1] predicts the lower bound of flapping frequency from the lift requirement as \( f_{\text{min}} \propto m^{-1/6} \). Again, the predictions are in accordant with insects, hummingbirds and small flapping-wing robot data from [92] that indicates \( f \propto m^{-0.22} \).

In addition to shape and size, aerodynamic performance of flying insects is highly dependent on deformation of the wings during flight. Owing to the absence of muscles at wing base, deformation of the insect wings in flight is primarily due to the couple between aerodynamic forces, wing structure and inertial [80,94]. Biological studies on multiple insect species reveal a strong correlation between wing flexibility (in both spanwise and chordwise directions, with the spanwise stiffness being 1–2 orders of magnitude larger than chordwise stiffness) and wingspan (figure 5) [80]. This indicates that shape, material density and wing flexibility are critical to aerodynamic performance. This information supplies researchers with basic design parameters for fabrication of artificial flapping wings.

Driven by the availability of examples from biology and the lack of comprehensive understanding of flapping-wing aerodynamics and aeroelasticity, a common approach in the design of artificial wings is to take inspiration from nature. Numerous fabricated wings were shaped after biological fliers, including ravens [101], bats [95], hawkmoths [102], dragonflies [88,103], butterflies [88], flies [104], hoverflies [96,105] and cicadas [106]. Simultaneously, vein geometry, wingframe and membrane materials are required to possess appropriate strength and stiffness. In one of the pioneering flapping-wing MAV prototypes [88], the authors mimicked the
wing design based on bat wings. Titanium alloy was chosen as material for the wingframe thanks to its ductile property and compatibility with the manufacturing process. Silicon was found to be too fragile and unable to withstand flapping motion as fast as 30 Hz and the high density of stainless steel rendered in unsuitable for the application.

In other flapping-wing devices, it is not uncommon to customize materials and wing geometry of fabricated wings to obtain desired physical properties [9,102]. Meng et al. [97] chose 40-µm-thick SU-8 as the material for the veins and the 7.5 µm thick polyimide as wing membrane for a 3.5 cm wingspan prototype. The resultant wings have the flexural stiffness comparable to dipteran insects [97]. Agrawal et al. [102] performed an extensive analysis on aerodynamic performance and wing deformation of synthetic hawkmoth wings constructed from different materials (carbon, nylon and rubber). Therein, the leading edge and trailing edge veins were optimized to achieve the desired deformation profile. A plot summarizing and comparing the spanwise stiffness of artificial wings and insect wings of various sizes is illustrated in figure 5.

With potential benefits to the aerodynamic performance [59], more recently, some researchers have explored three-dimensional wing designs with cambered and corrugated structures [96, 98,99]. In [96], hoverfly-like wing was designed and fabricated with 50–125 µm vein heights and 100 µm corrugation heights. The combination of veins and corrugations affects the wing deformation under different loading that are believed to play a role in lift and drag coefficients at low Reynolds number conditions [107]. Bioinspired wings in [99] were designed to feature microscale wrinkles similar to bird feathers. Compared to a flat counterpart, the produced wing has an increased flexural stiffness and reduced tensile stiffness. The incorporation of chordwise unidirectional wrinkles allows fine tuning of stiffness and was experimentally found to produce 20% greater aerodynamic lift in a tethered flapping test.

(b) Wing fabrication

As mentioned, the aerodynamic performance of flapping wings is essentially determined by relevant physical properties such as density and flexural stiffness. This subsequently influences material choices and the compatible wing fabrication process. In bird-sized flapping-wing robots, researchers are less restricted on the materials and manufacturing methods. Carbon rods are the most prevalent option for constructing structural components due to its favourable stiffness-to-weight ratio [102,108–111]. Metal sheets, latex, PVC film and nylon have been experimentally employed as wing membrane [111,112]. At bird scale, artificial wings are typically constructed via a traditional simple cut-and-glue method. That is, the wingframes are bonded to the membrane using epoxy or cyanoacrylate adhesive [102,111].

The cut-and-glue approach benefits from simplicity and affordability. As the size scale reduces, the polyester film, Mylar, becomes a popular membrane material owing to its strength [105,108,110,113]. In the meantime, precision in the manufacturing process becomes increasingly important to obtain reliable results. In many cases, simple alignment mechanisms are incorporated the assembly process to improve accuracy and repeatability of the fabricated wings [99,109,110].

A paper mould was introduced in [110] for bonding carbon rods to 15 µm Mylar film in the fabrication of a flight-capable flapping-wing device with a wingspan of 22 cm. In the fabrication process of 14 g device with 28 cm wingspan, DelFly II, a CNC machine, was used to mill the wing contours into a wooden plate. When placed on a vacuum table, the Mylar is sucked onto the plate, enabling the carbon leading edges and stiffeners to be glued using cyanoacrylate adhesive at high precision [103,113].

For wing fabrication for insect-sized devices, researchers need to overcome miniaturization challenges since conventional macroscale fabrication methods do not provide adequate precision and repeatability, while other conventional technologies for silicon-based microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) are traditionally for manufacturing devices at smaller size scales [88,105]. As a result, the MEMS-based wing fabrication technique was pioneered by Pornsin-sirirak et al. for a palm-sized Microbat robot that demonstrated successful free flight [88,95]. In the corresponding
work, the authors developed a process that enables fabrication of various model wings (for instance, beetle wings, dragonfly wings and bat wings from titanium alloy frame and parylene-C membrane. The process involves etching away titanium alloy substrate to form the wingframes and depositing Parylene-C polymers as the membrane [88].

At insect scale, another MEMS-based technique for wing fabrication was developed with techniques borrowed from the Smart Composite Microstructures (SCM) process [114]. In this example, 1.6 cm wings composed of carbon fibre veins and Mylar membrane were fabricated by laser-micromachining and laminating multiple material layers together using acrylic adhesives in a monolithic, planar fashion (figure 6). The technique enables features as small as 5 µm [115]. The results were sufficiently precise and repeatable to enable the 80 mg robot to demonstrate an unconstrained flight [105]. A similar procedure was also used to construct slightly larger wings from 400 µm thick titanium shim and 1.5 µm Mylar film for a 3 g MAV [116,117]. To summarize the methods and materials used for fabrication of artificial wings over different scales, we tabulate an extensive list of fabricated artificial wings together with the corresponding fabrication methods and materials in table 2.

(c) Scaling laws of aeroelastic dynamics

Three-dimensionless parameters (table 3) arise when a flexible structure is considered in a flapping-wing system. The density ratio ($\rho^*$) describes the ratio between the equivalent structural density and fluid density. The product of the density ratio $\rho^*$ and thickness ratio $h_s^*$ is also called a mass ratio [7] and denotes the importance of the wing inertia relative to fluid inertia. The thickness ratio is the thickness of the wing $h_s$ normalized by the wing chord $c_m$. The thickness ratio affects both the inertia of the wing and the elastic restoring force. The frequency ratio ($f/f_1$) is the ratio between the elastic time scale based on the first natural frequency of the wing structure $1/f_1$ and the motion time scale $1/f$. When the frequency ratio is small, the wing motion is more dominant than the structural flexibility effects and the wing can be considered as a rigid wing. Assuming that the geometric similarity is maintained, the dimensionless parameters rigid (table 1) and flexible flapping-wing aerodynamics (table 3).

It is established that shape adaptation associated with flexibility can affect the effective AoA and hence the aerodynamic outcome [74]. Wing flexibility can enhance propulsive force generation, while reducing the power consumption (e.g. [9,123–126]). Also, optimal efficiency are observed for an effective Strouhal number based on the deformed wing motion between 0.25 and 0.35 [127], similar to pitching and plunging rigid wings [15].

Figure 6. Schematic illustration of the wing fabrication using MEMS-based SCM process for centimetre-scale robotic wings in [97,105]. The process composed of (a) lamination of pre-machined layers, (b) singulation and (c) release.


**Table 2.** Summary of artificial wings, including fabrication materials and methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>authors</th>
<th>model</th>
<th>wing model</th>
<th>fabrication method</th>
<th>veins</th>
<th>membrane</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bontemps <em>et al.</em> [118]</td>
<td>3.0 cm MEMS-based</td>
<td>SU-8</td>
<td>Parylene-C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanaka and Wood [96]</td>
<td>hoverfly <em>Eristalis</em> 2.5 cm</td>
<td>micromoulding</td>
<td>thermostetting resin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ma <em>et al.</em> [105]</td>
<td>hoverfly <em>Eristalis</em> 3.5 cm</td>
<td>SCM</td>
<td>carbon fibre</td>
<td>mylar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood [104]</td>
<td>Dipteran 3.5 cm</td>
<td>SCM</td>
<td>carbon fibre</td>
<td>mylar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meng <em>et al.</em> [97]</td>
<td>hoverfly <em>Syrphidae</em> 3.5 cm</td>
<td>MEMS-based</td>
<td>SU-8</td>
<td>polyimide</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campolo and Azhar <em>et al.</em> [119,120]</td>
<td>Dipteran 5.0 cm</td>
<td>chemical vapour deposition and moulding</td>
<td>carbon fibre</td>
<td>cellulose acetate film</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roll <em>et al.</em> [121]</td>
<td>9.0–14.0 cm cut-and-glue</td>
<td>carbon fibre</td>
<td>mylar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanaka <em>et al.</em> [99]</td>
<td>hummingbird 12 cm</td>
<td>carbon fibre-reinforced plastic</td>
<td>Parylene-C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pornsin-Sirirak [95]</td>
<td>bat 15 cm MEMS-based</td>
<td>carbon fibre-reinforced plastic</td>
<td>Parylene-C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ho <em>et al.</em> [106]</td>
<td>Cicada 15 cm MEMS-based</td>
<td>carbon fibre-reinforced plastic</td>
<td>Parylene-C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keennon <em>et al.</em> [122]</td>
<td>hummingbird 16.5 cm</td>
<td>carbon fibre</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watman and Furukawa [108]</td>
<td>hummingbird 20 cm</td>
<td>carbon pultrusions</td>
<td>mylar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nguyen <em>et al.</em> [110]</td>
<td>insects 20 cm SCM</td>
<td>carbon rods</td>
<td>ultra polyester film</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groen <em>et al.</em> and Lentink <em>et al.</em> [103,113]</td>
<td>dragonfly 28 cm cut-and-glue with CNC-milled mould</td>
<td>carbon rods</td>
<td>mylar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim <em>et al.</em> [111]</td>
<td>54 cm cut-and-glue</td>
<td>graphite/epoxy composite</td>
<td>flexible PVC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
However, our understanding of fluid physics and the resulting structural dynamics has been insufficient to explain all the salient features of the coupled fluid–structure interaction of the flapping-wing system. The main challenge is that the wing shape and motion are a priori unknown and complex as the unsteady aerodynamics and structural dynamics are coupled and a satisfactory analysis needs to take both effects into account together. The instantaneous shape and the rates of shape change affect the force generation and vice versa.

Scaling analyses have been successfully developed to account for the lift generation on a flexible wing (e.g. [9,124]) by capturing the first-order, important mechanism in the fluid–structure interaction. These relationships provide time-averaged estimates for the lift, power input and efficiency [9,124,127] (figure 7), consistent with relationships based on experiments [124,127]. In general, the fluid dynamic force acting on a moving wing can be decomposed into two terms: (i) the acceleration-reaction force, often linearized by the added mass [128], and (ii) the force induced by the vorticity in the flow field [9,129], or the aerodynamic damping term. For example, the rigid wing models by Theodorsen [67] forward flight and Dickinson et al. [26] for hover flight also include both forces. For fast flapping motions, the wing acceleration and hence the acceleration-reaction forces are greater than the vorticity-induced force [9]. Under these circumstances, the fluid dynamic force can be approximated by the added mass and scaling relationships can be established for time-averaged aerodynamic quantities [9,124,130]. For example, the time-averaged lift coefficient depends on a dimensionless shape parameter \( \gamma \) as

\[
\gamma = \frac{\pi^2 S t (1 + (4/\pi) \rho^* h^*_{s})}{\rho^* h^*_{s} k (f_1/f)^2 - 1},
\]

which is a combination of the dimensionless parameters introduced in tables 1 and 3 [9,74]. Then the time-averaged lift coefficient \( \bar{C}_L \) correlate to \( \gamma \) as

\[
\frac{\bar{C}_L}{kh^*_{s}(f_1/f)^2(1-(f/f_1))} \sim \gamma^a,
\]

where \( a \) decreases from 2.0 for \( \gamma < 1 \) to 0.34 for \( \gamma > 2 \) [74] as shown in figure 7.
(d) Effects of wing flexibility on the flapping-wing kinematics

A fruit fly is known to enhance its lift by generating a prolonged LEV [26]. These vortical structures can often interact with the wing in the subsequent stroke, enhancing the local momentum and lift [26, 29, 32, 74, 131]. Figure 8 shows the vortical structures around a flexible flapping wing in hover at fruit fly scale that resulted in the optimal efficiency among motions with various elastic modulus of the wing and flapping amplitude [132]. A sinusoidal translation was prescribed at the leading edge. Wing rotation is purely passive due to the dynamic balance between the wing inertia, elastic restoring force and resulting aerodynamic force. A well-defined vortex LEV$_0$, shed in the previous stroke, interacts with the wing at the beginning of the backward stroke [26, 32, 74]. A similar vortical evolution is observed at the water tunnel scale with a much lower density ratio in the bottom row of figure 8 for the optimal efficiency motion, suggesting that such wing interaction with a well-defined LEV may enhance lift without suffering too much on the power consumption. In the meantime, a new LEV$_1$ in the clockwise direction is generated, which reaches its maximum vorticity at around the mid-stroke and eventually sheds away from the wing.

Flapping motion of a fruit fly (Drosophila) is characterized by a large-amplitude, low-frequency stroke [133]. For a rigid, dynamically scaled robot, such motion is more aerodynamically efficient than a short-amplitude, high-frequency motion of a honeybee [86, 133]. An ecological explanation was that bees consume floral nectar, providing a high-energy source to carry much heavier loads [133]. These studies were based on measured wing kinematics of hovering fruit flies and bees and quasi-steady models [85]. Figure 9 shows a comparison of the reported lift on a dynamically scaled, rigid fruit fly wing [85] and the resulting lift for the optimal efficiency motion that corresponds to the vorticity contours in figure 8. Overall time history of the lift and the timing of the lift peaks agree with the experimental observation. The reduced frequency and the frequency ratio for the optimal efficiency motion are $k = 0.3$ and $f/f_1 = 0.35$. The aforementioned fruit fly parameters with mean wing tip velocity correspond to $k = 0.2$, which is close to the optimal efficiency motion. The flexural chordwise stiffness of a fruit fly wing has not been determined yet, but for dragonflies the operating frequency ratio is estimated to be between 0.16 and 0.46 [134, 135]. The qualitative agreement suggests that the structural properties and kinematics of the fruit fly wing may be optimized for an efficient passive wing rotation for an optimal flight.

Figure 8. (Left) Vorticity contours for the optimal efficiency motion at (top) fruit fly and (bottom) water tunnel scales. (Right) Key vortex features are illustrated. Vortices indicated by dashed lines have smaller vorticity magnitudes than those with solid lines. Positive vorticity indicates counterclockwise rotating fluid elements. Negative vorticity implies clockwise rotation. Adapted from [132].
Figure 9. Comparison of time history of lift for the optimal efficient motion at (red line) fruit fly scale with (black line) experimental data [24], (blue line) three-dimensional rigid wing computational data for fruit fly [52] and (red dashed line) water tunnel scale [22]. The band around the experimental curve indicates the upper and the lower bounds. Adapted from [132].

Figure 10. Time-averaged lift coefficient $\bar{C}_L$ as a function of phase difference $\varphi$ for a flexible flapping wing in hover. Adapted from [74].

It is well established that a flapping wing can experience a lift enhancement by controlling the phase difference between the flapping motion and wing rotation [26,39]. For rigid wings, the advanced rotation produced the highest lift, when combined with a mid-stroke AoA of around 45° [26,32]. For flexible wings, the phase difference $\phi$ correlates to the frequency ratio $f/f_1$ [74]. The large pressure differences that exist on actively rotating rigid wings near the trailing edge due to lift-enhancing rotational effects [39] are relaxed by the compliant nature of flexible wings [74]. Instead of generating rotational forces, the wing streamlines its shape such that the wing shape and motion are in equilibrium with the fluid forces, similar to the drag-reducing reconfiguration of flexible bodies [74,136]. Figure 10 shows the time-averaged lift coefficient $\bar{C}_L$ on a passively rotating flexible wings in hover [74] at $Re = 100$ and $\rho^* = 7.8$. Young’s modulus and flapping amplitude were varied to assess the aerodynamic performance of flexible flapping wings. The highest lift was obtained when passive pitch was symmetric with the imposed flapping motion with a passive pitch amplitude around 45° to 50°, showing a different qualitative trend compared to a rigid wing.
(e) A quasi-steady model of flexible flapping-wing aerodynamics

The instantaneous information of both wing deformation and lift can be critical for the understanding of biological flight, especially in regard to offering input to flight stability and control. The dynamic flight stability is an inherent property of a flapping insect [137] with stabilization, manoeuvre and steady-state control requiring the instantaneous information about the unsteady aerodynamics and time-varying body and wing motions [137].

Under the assumption of small wing deformations, the combined fluid–structure coupling simplifies to a dynamic balance between chordwise wing deformation and drag [73]. The unsteady aerodynamic force can be modelled with the Morison equation [138] that accounts for both added mass and aerodynamic damping. Wing deformations produce a passive pitch with an AoA $\alpha$, a key aerodynamic metric [74], which directly influences the generation of aerodynamic force. Specifically, the instantaneous lift follows from the quasi-steady model [26,74] based on the corresponding AoA due to wing deformations.

**Figure 11.** (a–f) Passive pitch $\alpha$ and lift coefficient $C_L$ on a flexible flapping wing in hover with various timing of passive wing rotation. Red lines, analytic model with Morison equation [73]; black lines, high-fidelity computations with Navier–Stokes equations [74]. Adapted from [73].

(f) Effects of anisotropic wing structures

Insect wings are mainly supported by wing veins and membrane. The complex arrangement of the veins and the difference of bending stiffness between the veins and membrane result in a highly anisotropic structural property [81] (figure 12). Because of the compliant nature of flexible wing, the LEV is able to grow and sustain its low pressure core on the suction side of the wing, leading to a higher lift compared with its rigid counterpart as illustrated in figure 13 [139]. Also, the timing of the passive rotation of flexible wing is determined by the structural properties in the chordwise, spanwise and torsional directions. Appropriate combination can lead to a relative
Figure 12. (a) A hawkmoth Agrius convolvuli with complex wing venation. (b) A computational model of the anisotropic hawkmoth wing structure. Adapted from [139].

phase advance of the wing rotation, which can strengthen the vortex ring and the associated downwash [26]. Overall, the wing motion is significantly affected by the spanwise bending and torsional twist [139].

Recent experiment on the fruit fly dynamics suggests that fruit fly muscles may affect the structural properties, such as the damping and elastic modulus, to modulate the wing-pitch
motion [76]. The wing deformation can also lead to a rapid stroke reversal, which can lead to greater force magnitudes [139,140]. Despite the recent efforts, the aeroelastic function of anisotropic wing structures is not fully understood due to its complexity. In addition to the direction-dependent structural properties, the wing thickness reduces significantly from wing root to tip [1,81,139,141]. The region near the wing tip passively deforms in a favourable way, whereas the wing base is ineffective for aerodynamic force generation due to the relatively lower motion velocity. As a result, an optimal dynamic spanwise distribution of the wing structure and kinematics can be a key part in achieving higher aerodynamic performance in insect flight [1].

5. Natural environment around flapping wings

The Earth’s surface is highly heterogeneous consisting of natural and artificial features at all scales—from hills and cities to trees, buildings, posts, etc. Gusts, large fluctuations in wind over short durations, are also common near objects due to the transient interaction with the wind. Over the last few centuries, meteorologists have also made detailed measurements of wind properties at different altitudes and terrain but these were taken at low sampling frequencies and over long durations [142]. Aerial locomotion within the boundary layer of the Earth poses conflicting demands—crafts need to remain stable in unsteady winds yet manoeuvrable to avoid obstacles thus directly challenging the stability–manoeuvrability trade-off. Flight through such environments can be daunting as it places high demands on the sensorimotor system. The velocity changes in the freestream, due to gusts or turbulence, may affect a small vehicle considerably since the magnitude of such disturbances can be of the same order as freestream velocity. In such situations, flexible wing structures are often necessary such that the camber is adjusted in accordance with the fluctuation in flow environment. In particular, such passive control of the wing surface can better handle undesirable features such as flow separation and enhance lift-to-drag ratio. With rapid advancement in MEMs technology—sensory systems are becoming smaller and efficient [143]. A number of solutions have been adopted for flight control and path determination including biologically inspired optic flow sensors and inertial systems for flight stabilization [144,145]. Subsequent to detection MAVs rely upon motor system to perform evasive manoeuvres. This section of the review will focus on the issues and challenges on aerodynamics and flight mechanics of MAVs in natural environments.

Shyy et al. [66,146,147] have studied the influence of a single membrane on the lift-to-drag ratio, \( L/D \), compared to a rigid aerofoil with the same nominal camber at 6% in a fluctuating freestream. It was concluded that structural flexibility can offer desirable outcome helping improve the aerodynamic performance with reduced sensitivity to fluctuations in flow environment.

Perhaps the first attempts at resolving the influence of wind unsteadiness on an unsteadily moving wing was conducted by von Karman & Sears [68] where they theoretically estimated the influence of a gust on an oscillating aerofoil. Since then a few studies have attempted to quantify the fluid mechanic interactions occurring between flapping wings and discreet aerial disturbances [148–151]. They generally observed that the aerodynamic forces recovered within a few wingbeats after advection of the gust. Lian [149] considered several cases different combinations of kinematic parameters and different ratios of gust frequency to flapping frequency. It was found that not all cases resulted in gust suppression and that no single kinematic parameter could determine the wings capability to suppress gusts. Fisher [152] quantified the performance of flapping wings by taking surface pressure measurements on a flapping flat plate subjected to different levels of turbulence. At lower reduced frequencies \((k < 0.3)\), freestream turbulence directly modulated the LEV, causing large fluctuations in phase-averaged lift. However, as the reduced frequency increased, freestream turbulence had a diminishing effect on the LEV, which was attributed to the increased relative velocity of the wing with respect to the mean flow [152].

Several recent studies have considered the effect of unsteady flow environment on flapping-wing performance of wild orchid bees, bumblebees, hawkmoths, hummingbirds, etc. [106,153–159]. As expected, the unsteady flow environments result in notable impacts on flyers’ flapping characteristics in order to maintain the lift, thrust and stability. In this context, it is worth
noting that, as previously summarized in §1, as a flyer’s size is reduced, its flapping frequency increases. For insects, the flapping time scales are substantially shorter than those of the entire flyer. Hence, the flyer adjusts body shape, orientation and inclination over many flapping cycles. In reality, the time scales of, e.g., wind gusts, around a hertz or so, are much slower than flapping wing times. Consequently, the effect of the external flow environment is essentially quasi-steady from the viewpoint of flapping-wing dynamics, and the vehicle’s stability and responses, while complicated by the flapping patterns, do not have to be treated in a truly unsteady flow context. Variations in winds occurring at time scales many times of the wingbeat rate are likely to have a limited effect on flight control since they may be treated as quasi-steady changes in ambient conditions. For flyers such as bats and birds, the flapping time scale and the body’s time scale are closer and the impact of the unsteady flow environment needs to be addressed in a continuous time-dependent framework.

The response to wind-induced disturbances can either be active, passive or a combination of the two. Active response will include modulation of wing kinematics in response to forces and torques induced by the wind [153,158,160–162]. Moreover, changing body posture to increase flight stability has been observed [156]. Other animals such as mosquitoes have devised passive strategies to deal with similar conditions. Other mechanisms including flapping counter torque [163,164] and dihedral stability [165] and unconventional mechanisms such as vibrational stabilization [166] further augment flight stability of flapping wings to aerial disturbance.

Flight in cluttered environment places adds demands on the motor system since it needs to not only produce the force necessary for weight support but also to perform aerial manoeuvres. To produce additional power flappers can either increase the flapping frequency, amplitude or feathering angle (or a combination of the three). The control of feathering angle in insects and in some birds is still relatively unknown with supporting evidence present for both active and purely passive control. Miniature robotic flapping-winged flyers have generally opted for passive wing feathering as a means of reducing the control variables without sacrificing on aerodynamic performance [105,167]. Few investigations have also assessed the optimum control mechanisms for insect-scale flyers [168] and explored design alternatives that adopt a minimal actuation approach [169]. Dimensionally, both amplitude and frequency have similar influence on force production [170]; however, insects such as honeybees and bumblebees tested using load-lifting paradigms or in a rarified fluid medium reveal that they generally increase stroke amplitude to increase aerodynamic force [133,160,171]. Other flyers such as hummingbirds can vary flapping frequency [158,172] as well. Increasing amplitude will likely increase the force produced at mid-stroke [27], whereas increasing flapping frequency will increase the role of other phenomena such as wake recapture, rotational lift [26] or passive pitch due to wing flexibility [9,74].

The trade-off between stability and manoeuvrability is considered axiomatic. However, flapping-winged flyers have the potential to maintain both mutually opposing properties. Recent research on the dynamics of fish shows that the production of antagonistic forces increase manoeuvrability without sacrificing stability [173]. Similarly, the wing of insects and birds produce large instantaneous forces while flapping that are not always along the direction of mean displacement yet they continue to maintain equilibrium since these forces are cancelled by equal and opposite forces produced by the contralateral wing. Modulation of these forces through bilateral asymmetry can produce torques that can be used for performing corrective manoeuvres in unsteady winds or to take evasive flight when nearing obstacles [165]. Additionally, flapping wings have been shown to be more resistant to gusts and freestream turbulence [149,152].

6. Roles of sensor in flight control and stability

In the absence of inherent flight stability as found in flying insects [174,175] or some flapping-wing robotic systems [105,122], an active control feedback system is essential. Flying insects rely on the provision of rich sensory feedback across a wide range of modalities. Inputs from across multiple
sensors such as compound eyes, ocelli and antennae are combined and used as feedback to the flight control system at different levels. In artificial flying machines, the equivalent data fusion process is also required to amalgamate visual information and data from sensors into functional forms for state feedback [176,177]. In this section, we explore fundamental characteristics of both biological and man-made sensors and their roles in flight stability and control.

(a) Inertial sensors

Inertial sensors have become a critical component of MAV flight control system as they provide vital information required for attitude stabilization [176,177]. Flying insects equipped with such sensors are under various forms. Halteres of dipteran flies are best known to function under the same principle as a vibratory gyroscope. It is believed that antennae of some insects might play an analogous role to halteres. While inertial data such as rotational and translational rate can be deduced from visual information, they often suffer from sensorimotor delay associated with phototransduction and motion computation in contrast to minimal latency from the aforementioned mechanosensory organs. Given the swift dynamics of small flying insects, the visual feedback delay (estimated to be 50–100 ms or 10–20 wing strokes in fruit flies) can lead to instability as it often exceeds the tolerable latency as predicted by the linear system theories [92].

(i) Halteres

While many flying insects possess two pairs of wings, in houseflies and their relatives the dipteran insects, their hind pair has been modified into mechanosensory organs known as halteres. These club-shaped structures, oscillating up and down at wingbeat frequency, are believed to be sensitive to Coriolis forces during aerial manoeuvres for measurement of body angular velocities [178]. It is thought that the mechasensory reflex from halteres is crucial for attitude stabilization in dipteran flies [179]. It was reported that removal of halteres radically changes the behaviour of Calliphora, causing them to crash immediately when thrown into the air [180]. Similarly, Ristroph et al. showed that haltere-disabled fruit flies were unable to maintain stable flight [92].

Based on the dynamics of flies or insect-scale flapping-wing robots, theoretical frameworks suggest that rotational rate feedback alone is sufficient for attitude stabilization [181,182]. While rotational rate feedback may also be obtained from processing visual information, it may not be adequate when the sensorimotor delay of feedback is taken into account. Using linear system theories, Ristroph et al. [92] estimated values of tolerable latency or reaction time of the sensory-motor flight control systems of various insects. The theoretical value of tolerable reaction time of fruit fly is 13 ms—far below the latency of the visual system (≈50 ms), but notably longer than the haltere response found in [183]. The study explains why visual feedback alone is insufficient for flight stability, whereas the low latency of haltere feedback enables hard-wired equilibrium reflexes for attitude stability in dipteran insects.

The absence of halteres in other flying insects could be partially explained by the presence of other sensors playing similar roles. For instance, vibrating antennae in hawkmoths was found to hold a similar role of mediating flight stability during manoeuvres [184,185]. The antennal vibrations are transduced in a frequency range characteristic to the Coriolis input. As a result, removal of the antennal flagellum acutely disrupted flight stability in moths [184]. In addition to halteres and antenna, it is also known that most flying insects carry simple light sensors known as ocelli that might allow them to rapidly perform self-righting manoeuvres. However, it is still unverified how other insects such as honeybees accomplish attitude stabilization [182].

(ii) Ocelli

Adult insects typically possess two compound eyes and three ocelli [186]. These ocelli, or rudimentary defocused light sensors, are situated dorsally to view the entire upper hemisphere. While their precise role in flight stabilization is not completely understood [187], it is believed that ocelli may function synergistically with the compound eyes to minimize the delay of visual...
responses [188]. A head rotation would shift the position of the ocelli with respect to the sky and the ground, altering the optical simulations received by different ocelli, which can be used to sense attitude deviation [189]. Signals from three ocelli appropriately located allow the robust estimation of roll and pitch.

In robotic systems, the concept of horizon sensing has been investigated. A number of low power ocelli-inspired sensors and associated models have been engineered. Examples include a 6 g miniaturized navigation sensor shown in figure 14 [190,191], inertial measurement unit (IMU)-integrated ocelli sensors for MAVs [109] and a 25 mg artificial ocelli consisting of four phototransistors [182] (figure 14). In [182], the signals from the ocelli-inspired sensor were processed to obtain angular velocity feedback (instead of attitude) and used to stabilize the insect-scale robot in short take-off flights [182].

(iii) Inertial measurement units

MEMS IMUs have become a standard onboard sensing device in unmanned aerial vehicles and many robotic systems. An IMU is typically equipped with a 3-axis accelerometer, a 3-axis gyroscope and sometimes a magnetometer or a GPS receiver. Linear accelerometers on IMUs measure non-gravitational accelerations of the vehicles [177]. As a consequence, IMUs are unable to directly provide attitude feedback for flying vehicles. Interestingly, this characteristic parallels the finding that there is no indication that insects use a static sense of gravity in flight [180]. In engineering communities, estimation or filtering algorithms are employed to obtain the estimate of the vehicle’s attitude from the accelerometer’s and gyroscope’s readings [177,192].

In contrast to the accelerometer measurements, angular velocity information from the gyroscope could be directly used for attitude stabilization in a similar fashion to halteres in Diptera [122,193]. However, it has been shown that in some flapping-wing vehicles, angular velocity measurements from MEMS gyroscopes on flapping-wing vehicles with two wings potentially suffer from inherent oscillation about the pitch axis (flapping-wing devices with X-wing configuration as in [103,194] could be less susceptible to this vibration) [122,193]. Thus far, the use of IMUs on flapping-wing systems has been limited as many developed prototypes possess passive stability [103,194]. The use of IMU readings for attitude stabilization in unstable flapping-wing vehicles remains a largely unexplored research topic.

(iv) Antennae

Almost all insects possess a pair of antennae which serves different functions in mechanoreception, chemoreception, etc. [195]. The antennae of jewel beetles can detect substances emitted in smoke from burning wood [196]. Sensory neurons found in the antennal flagellum of the moth *Manduca sexta* play a crucial role in maintaining flight stability [184]. Another role of insect antennae in flight control as air-current sensing organs in many insects is mentioned in [197–199]. Experiments suggested that flies tend to maintain constant groundspeed despite
changes in wind speed, implicating the presence of an active feedback regulator [200]. It is speculated that incident wind causes the deflection of arista. The deflection, which superimposes upon the small antennal oscillations at wingbeat frequency, is then detected by the stretch-sensitive scolopialal receptor called the Johnston Organ on the flagellum [188]. While vision can also provide flight speed feedback, its long latency may have adverse effects. Fuller et al. [201] demonstrated that Drosophila rely on short delay response (approx. 20 ms) from antennae to augment the visual response that has the sensorimotor delay of 50–100 ms to actively regulate flight speed, resulting in a multi-model sensory feedback architecture. Without fast feedback from the antennae, the feedback loop with high gain is susceptible to instability.

Small flapping-wing robots operating in outdoor environments are susceptible to wind disturbances [160]. The effects from damping force and torque are amplified by the flapping motion of the wings [92,201]. Combined with inherent instability, fast corrective feedback is likely to be crucial to maintain attitude stability. Small MEMS-based air sensors have been proposed [202–204]; nevertheless, they have yet to be implemented and tested on flapping-wing vehicles.

(b) Visual sensing

Various flight behaviours in flapping-wing insects and birds are tightly linked to visual sensing. Vision is critical to navigation [189], landing [205], chasing prey, avoiding obstacles, as well as stabilizing flight [206]. Unlike larger animals that mostly use stereopsis and object recognition to navigate and estimate distance, tiny insects rely on compound eyes. Consisting of numerous simple facets, compound eyes are very sensitive to motion [189]. Accordingly, insects rely on calculations of optic flow, which provide a measure of the ratio of velocity to distance, to process directional motion.

(i) Compound eyes

In arthropods, evolution has created a sophisticated imaging system known as compound eyes. A hexagonal eye lattice of the compound eyes consists of hundreds or thousands of individual photoreceptor units or ommatidia arranged on a convex surface, resulting in an extended visual field [199,207]. Panoramic vision is a prominent feature of insect visual systems. Visual cues serve multiple purposes in insect flight, for instance, goal-directed behaviour such as visually guided landing [208] and evading looming targets [209]. In most circumstances, visual information is often exploited in the form of optic flow.

(ii) Optic flow

As mentioned, insects rely heavily on vision to perceive their position and velocity relative to objects around them. While moving through a stationary environment, insects experience apparent motion of these objects as panoramic retinal image shifts, or optic flow. A formal vector notion of optic flow was introduced in [210] describing image velocities. The optic flow essentially measures the ratio of movement to the distance of surrounding objects, resulting in nearby objects appearing to move faster than distant objects. The coupled relationship renders the estimation of absolute distance or velocity from optic flow challenging. While local velocity vectors in flow fields of different motions may appear similar, they could be distinct on a global scale. Optic flow fields induced by translation are fundamentally different from those induced by rotation as illustrated in figure 15. Analysing the optic flow field allows the animal to assess its motion and use this information for control and navigation purposes.

Ample evidence suggests flying insects rely heavily on optic flow. It has been shown that bees depend on optic flow to avoid obstacles [212,213]. Several studies have confirmed that many insects directly control flight speed in the presence of wind disturbance by using optic flow information [201,214,215]. The fact that the magnitude of the optic flow field is inversely proportional to the distance enables insects to spontaneously modulate the flight speed as a function of the distance to the ground or corridor in a strategic manner (figure 16). Bees were found to perform landing manoeuvres by maintaining constant image velocities, allowing the
Figure 15. The optic flow experienced by an observer performing a rotation about a roll axis \((a,b)\) and a translation in the frontal direction \((c,d)\). Flow fields are shown in spherical coordinates \((a,c)\) of the visual field \((b,d)\). Adapted from [211].

Figure 16. An insect flying through a corridor or complex obstacles can strategically modulate the flight speed by regulating the optic flow magnitude. The results in slower flight speed in more cluttered environments. In the meantime, the insect centres itself in the middle of the corridor by balancing the optic flow information from both sides.

flight speed to decrease progressively as they approach the ground [189,205]. Regulation of lateral image velocities at constant value is a simple and elegant solution that automatically reduces flight speed when negotiating a narrow passage or flying through densely cluttered environment [189,215]. The principle has been implemented on a flying rotary MAV with an omnidirectional fisheye camera for providing optic flow to safely navigate through an indoor corridor [216].
(iii) Machine vision

Traditional CMOS cameras have been equipped on centimetre-scale flapping-wing robots [122,217]. Similar to insects, vision assists flying robots to autonomously navigate and avoid collision. Advances in deep learning and object recognition potentially enable vehicles to perform various tasks such as assisted pollination, reconnaissance, or search and rescue [218].

Vision-based sensors have been successfully incorporated into flying vehicles. Particularly for navigation in a GPS-denied environment, a stereo camera and a laser range finder were equipped onboard for simultaneous localization and mapping algorithms [219,220]. The weight and computation requirements of these sensors render them suitable for large flapping-wing robots with slower dynamics such as a Robo Raven in [221].

Lightweight flapping-wing vehicles with restricted payload, however, encounter a similar limitation faced by insects. Processing visual information from traditional cameras is computationally and energetically expensive. Several researchers have turned to a biologically inspired approach to illustrate the use of low spatial resolution sensors for robot navigation similar to the use of optic flow in insects [222–224]. In [223], a 33 mg one-dimensional optic-flow-based sensor was mounted on an insect-scale robot to provide altitude feedback in a constrained flight. Curved artificial compound eyes have been developed to produce high temporal resolution and large field of view images [207,225,226] and deployed for operation of flying robots to provide optic flow cues for guidance [224].

7. Flight dynamics and control in insect flight

(a) Coupled approach and passive versus active stabilization

Natural flyers possess excellent flight control and manoeuvrability while continuously varying their wing kinematics and shapes, as well as body inclination [86,227]. Powered flight in insects requires an integrated system consisting of wings to generate aerodynamic force, sensors to assess the flight environment, muscles to move the wings and a control system to modulate power output from the muscles. Uncovering the novel mechanisms how insects control flight needs to unpick the dynamic complexity of the sensorimotor neurobiology (motor pattern, central nervous system and sensory feedback), the musculo-skeletal mechanics (skeletal system, muscle forces, and muscle physiology and anatomy) and the aerodynamics (flexible wing and body dynamics) [228].

In response to multi-modal sensory input, insects use sensorimotor pathways to modulate power output from the muscles to the wing. Consequently, a closed-loop system integrating inner workings of the sensorimotor neurobiology and musculo-skeletal mechanics and an external multiple mechanical system is established to handle aerodynamics and structural mechanics of flexible wing and body as well as flight dynamics.

Studies on insect flight stability and manoeuvrability have been conducted mostly based on experiments in terms of visually mediated response [229–231] and haltere-mediated response [179,232,233]. As discussed, compound eyes, ocelli and halteres of insects play important roles in sustaining stability and manoeuvrability. When insects respond to the external environment, the visual interneuron systems (compound eyes and ocelli) encode optical changes in flow fields such as slow forward translation, roll or pitch rotation. Motor neurons control neck and wing muscles, which receive the input information from motion-sensitive neurons in the visual system and halteres afferents, and then give corresponding responses to maintain stable flight [234]. Studies on active control of flying insects indicate that the visual and haltere systems are capable of sensing body deviation and enable insects to provide compensation reactions in maintaining equilibrium.

In order to understand how the inner control system responds to external perturbations and what kind of wing–body kinematics will be employed, the key questions regarding how the wing–body kinematics, the inertial and aerodynamic forces, and the dynamics of body attitude interact with each other need to be addressed [175,235]. An integrated multi-mechanical system
associated with flapping wings kinematics, aerodynamics and structural mechanics of flexible wing and body as well as the 6 d.f. flight dynamics of the body is schematically shown in figure 17 [236].

Insect flight shows some latency period, defined as the time delay between sensory sensitivity neurons and motor neurons (figure 18) when experiencing sudden perturbation such as wind gust [237,238]. Any active feedback controls including head movement and wing kinematics are unavailable during the latency period and all behavioural responses occur in a passive way.

Such passive stabilizing, including unconventional mechanisms, as investigated in [164,166,239] overcome processing delays by interacting with active, sensory-based equilibrium reflexes in flying animals [179,240,241]. Taylor & Zbikowski [241] studied insect flight stability of locusts measuring directly the forces and moments of a tethered animal and averaged over stroke periods. In subsequent studies [242–245], based on time-resolved wing and body kinematics in both tethered and free-flight conditions [242,243], measurement of the aerodynamic forces and moments in response to perturbations with respect to an equilibrium flight condition, a matrix of a linearized aerodynamic system is developed to estimate the flight stability via the eigenvalue analysis. These analyses have identified at least one unstable mode, suggesting possible intrinsic flight instability of insects as well as highlighting the importance of feedback-based modulation of the wing kinematics so as to achieve stable flight.
(b) Averaged and linearized models

Most analysis of flight dynamics of miniature natural and artificial flyers has been conducted by extending methods developed for manned aircrafts [27,30,71,137,246,247]. This includes adopting the same coordinate system and similarly deriving the governing equations that mediate flight dynamics. As with fixed wing crafts, the motion is governed by the equations of motion coupled with the Navier–Stokes equations. On conducting stability analysis, albeit with the assumption of small perturbations, flapping flight has been found to be unstable [137,248–251] and thus active control is necessary to remain airborne. The instability arises from multiple eigen modes occurring over different time scales along the longitudinal and lateral directions [1,137]. Accounting for all time-resolved forces and torques produced while flapping and the subsequent body dynamics will involve direct numerical simulation of the aerodynamic forces and body dynamics including compliance, which is still challenging and requires enormous computational resources. Readers are referred to [137,174,252] for a detailed review of the current state of stability analysis of insect-scale natural and artificial flight.

A number of researchers have developed averaged linearized models of flight control that have sought to exploit that large disparity in the time scales of wingbeat frequency and motion dynamics, as discussed in §1. In these models, the flapping wings are assumed to produce a mean aerodynamic force. The simplicity and versatility of the averaged model have enabled their application in the majority of the existing studies on insect flight dynamics [240,244,247,250,253–256]. Theoretical validations and simplified direct numerical simulations reveal that averaged models are indeed suitable approximations of insect flight control [137]. Such models have also been applied to study the manoeuvring flight of hawkmoths that are relatively large and have relatively lower wingbeat frequency, yet the times scales of natural modes of motion of the body divided by the wingbeat period are relatively large [164,257]. This model has been further extended to the helicopter analogy where the (mean) aerodynamic force produced is assumed to be constant in the body coordinate system [246,254]. As per this model, translation is accomplished by reorienting the mean aerodynamic force vector to render a non-zero component in the desired direction. Therefore, translation along the longitudinal and lateral directions needs to be coupled with pitch and roll, respectively. This relatively simple model for flight control can be used to study flight manoeuvres of a number of insects and birds [154,209,258–260]. But, animals possess an extensive repertoire of kinematic variability that permits them to perform manoeuvres that deviates from the helicopter model such as translating maintaining constant body orientation (side-slipping) [261].

Taking into account the time-variant nature of flapping-wing motion by coupling the equations of 6 d.f. motion with the Navier–Stokes equations, Gao et al. [235] studied the flight dynamics of fruit fly hovering and found that there exists an instability that at least one state variable tends to diverge after several wingbeat cycles. This study further indicated that a fruit fly does have sufficient time to apply some active mediation to sustain steady hovering before losing body attitudes. It should be pointed out that, as demonstrated by Taha et al. [262], higher order averaging techniques may be needed to understand the dynamics of flapping-wing flight and to analyse its stability. Suffice it to say that direct accounts of the flexible wing structures and their coupling with the fluid dynamics and flight stability are still lacking in the literature.

Using a dynamically scaled robotic model, Elzinga et al. [263] studied the longitudinal flight dynamics for flies at various levels of forward flight and suggested that the steady-state lift and thrust requirements at different speeds may be accomplished with quite subtle changes in hovering kinematics, and that these adjustments act primarily by altering and achieving the pitch damping to ensure stability. Such a control scheme would provide an elegant solution for stabilization across a wide range of forward flight speeds. The question of how insects regulate and stabilize flight via changes in wing activation and body kinematics is an open and actively researched area [242,264–266].

With the increasing number of artificial flapping-wing systems [95,97,105,116,121,122], researchers and engineers have explored beyond the linear control methods proposed by
biological studies [253,263,264] and have employed techniques borrowed from the MAV community for controlling both wing trajectory [221,267] and flight [105,268]. Adaptive schemes have been implemented to compensate for uncertain parameters in the models to improve the tracking precision [269]. These engineering topics can be considered parallel to an ability to learn and adapt in insects and animal, which is yet still a largely unexplored research area.

8. Concluding remarks and perspective

Various aspects of biological and bioinspired flyers are reviewed. As far as the flapping-wing aerodynamics is concerned, the flow is unsteady and a quasi-steady model based on the nominal position and angles of a wing relative to undisturbed freestream does not properly account for the main physics. An adjusted quasi-steady model by correcting the surrounding flow parameters including the effective AoA and associated flow structures such as jet flows, can work much better. For larger (bird, bat) scale vehicles, since the flapping and the vehicle time scales are not separable, a time-dependent approach is needed to address the vehicle stability and control issues along with the instantaneous flapping-wing characteristics. On the other hand, for insect-scale vehicles, since the flapping time scales are much shorter than the vehicle’s response time scale (figure 1), as far as the vehicle flight stability and control are concerned, averaged flapping-wing aerodynamic parameters can be used. Consequently, while the insect-scale flyers experience highly varied flight conditions, their behaviours in aerodynamics as well as flight planning, sensing and control can be cast in quasi-steady framework, taking the environmental fluctuations as time-dependent boundary conditions. However, higher order averaging techniques may be needed to understand the dynamics of flapping-wing flight and to analyse its stability. Furthermore, intrinsic interactions between flexible wing structures, flight stability and associated aerodynamics are open issues awaiting further investigation.

A low aspect ratio flapping wing also exhibits notable different behaviours compared with a fixed wing, including flow structures, much enhanced lift due to coherent vortical flow structures and related pressure effects, and spanwise variations including the possibly benign effect of tip vortices. The coordination between plunging, pitching and sweeping parameters is critical for aerodynamic performance of flapping wings. It is observed that for a rigid wing, while advanced rotation (ahead of the end of plunging) can enhance lift, for an insect-scale flyer, the wing flexibility and passive pitching introduces aerodynamic benefit resulting in symmetric rotation and plunging to be preferred.

The advancement in microscale structural and material design and fabrication now enables us to engineer insect-scale flyers. Coupled with new insight gained from sensing and control research, highly controllable flight is now realizable for insect-scale flyers.

Looking forward, there is a clear need to investigate sensorimotor neurobiology, musculo-skeletal mechanics, and flapping, flexible wing aerodynamics, stability and control in a coherent and unified framework. In contrast to conventional fixed wing aircraft design, with aerodynamic derivatives and control laws designed and developed separately, insect-scale flyers require that sensors, motors, muscles, skeletons, wings and bodies, and their combined behaviour and performance be investigated altogether. Such an integrated, bioinspired flight system will shed new light on miniaturized-scale flyers’ characteristics and capabilities. There is great room for innovation in terms of developing future bioinspired flyers, benefitting from light, flexible structures and materials, new aerodynamic understanding combining with real-time sensing and control with active and passive systems, and capable of performing wide ranged missions.
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